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• The undersea channel-target-channel response results in 
interesting frequency responses.
• Traditional broadband sonar waveforms are not efficient 
in matching the channel-target-channel response.
• Use matched illumination principles to optimize SNR 
and/or mutual information (MI) waveform design given 
target response and undersea channel response.
• Investigate various undersea target and channel models 
to determine the feasibility of this approach for active 
sonar detection.
Undersea Target & Channel Characterization 
for Optimizing Active Sonar Waveform
Future Work
• Incorporate more complex channel models, e.g. 
the Navy PE model or Bellhop.
• Incorporate scattering functions of more 
complex  targets into the model.
• Investigate the affect of the transducers’ frequency 
response on the optimization.
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Gain of the Eigenwaveform vs Classical Pulse.
Full-Wave Solution: 30km Channel Response with Attenuation.
• Eigenwaveform - Received energy is maximized by 
designing the transmitted waveform as the 
eigenvector associated with the maximum eigenvalue.
• Typically transmits energy in one or two narrow 
dominant frequency bands.
• Mutual Information - Received energy is maximized 
by designing the transmitted waveform by 
“waterfilling” the dominant frequency bands. 
• Typically distributes transmit energy over a few of the 
dominant frequency bands. 
Waveform Optimization
Target Modeling
• The scattering of a target is a function of the angles of 
wavefront arrival and departure and frequency.
• Targets have frequency responses that result from size, 
shape, and resonance of the materials.
• Difficult or impossible to analytically solve for the 
scattering function of complicated targets.
• Rigorous solutions exist for rigid spheres. Numerical 
approximations are used for resonant spheres.
Backscattered Frequency Response of a Resonant Sphere.
